PREFACE
Colonial rule in India has been studied extensively by historians. However, there are a
few contemporary writers who viewed the economic impact of colonial rule on India in
general and the Punjab in particular. One of the most important regions where the
policies of the British were enforced and implemented was The Punjab, The Land of Five
Rivers (undivided Punjab). Agriculture, Prices, Industry and Rural Indebtedness are the
key areas which have engaged the attention of the scholars. The present is an attempt to
analyse the research work and writings of one contemporary writer Professor Brij Narain,
who witnessed and examined the British policies. His writings reflect clarity of his
thought.
There are large number of institutions and individuals without whose support this
thesis might not have been possible, and to whom I am greatly indebted. I take this
opportunity to sincerely acknowledge the support of library staff, Balbir Raj Sondhi
Library, Kanya Maha Vidyalaya, Jalandhar for helping me in finding books by Prof. Brij
Narain which helped me initially to commence my work. I am indebted to the staff of
Desh Bhagat Yadgaar Library, Jalandhar for providing me important information. My
thanks to the staff of Library of Department of History, Guru Nanak Dev University,
Amritsar and Bhai Gurdas Central Library, Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar for
cooperating with me in getting material photocopied. I also express my warm gratitude to
the staff of Panjab University, Chandigarh, who helped me in locating original
documents. My sincerest gratitude is also due to the Indian Institute of Advanced Study,
Shimla from where I got some of the rare books authored by Brij Narain. I appreciate the
efforts of the Librarian of S.D. College, Ambala for sharing with me some important and
useful information regarding my topic and providing me documents on the life of Prof.
Brij Narain. I equally am beholden to Chief Editor, Naya Zamana, Jalandhar, Sh. Jagjit
Singh Anand for sharing with me his views about Brij Narain as he personally knew him.
I will be failing in my duty if I do not appreciate and thank librarian and support staff of
Nehru Memorial Museum and Library, Teen Murti, New Delhi for guiding and helping
me in locating microfilms of newspapers. I am obliged to the staff and support staff of
various institutions and libraries for their support, patience and understanding.
I must offer my profoundest gratitude to my mentor and supervisor, Dr. Sukhdev
Singh Sohal for finding an appropriate topic in the beginning of the process of writing
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thesis. Prof Sohal’s guidance and valuable inputs led me to furnish my work step by
step. His persuasive way and impressing upon me the importance of the project ignited a
spark of confidence within me and an amazing enthusiasm emerged. Dr. Sohal was
gracious in sparing his valuable time to guide and supervise my work. He never ever lost
his cool even when I went tangentially off the subject content; contrarily, he motivated
me in his own laudable style and moulded my thought process to the right perspective.
But for his unflinching support, inspiration and guidance, the thesis could not have seen
the light of the day. Any amount of gratitude would be a figment of eulogy he deserves. I
will fail in moral duty if I do not express my gratitude to Mrs. Harminder Kaur wife of
Dr. Sukhdev Singh Sohal for motivating me.
Furthermore, words are short to express my deep sense of gratitude towards my
friends and colleagues, Dr. Vinod Kalra, Dr. Deepika, Dr. Jatinderpal, Mrs Amarpreet,
Ms. Sonia, and Dr. Monica who willingly and selflessly helped me in my research
endeavour. I am thankful to Dr. Harpreet and Ms. Geetika for sharing my College
responsibilities while I was busy in my research work. I also owe a lot to my father-inlaw Col. Rajinder Singh and my father Comdt. Hardyal Singh Cheema for their
contribution for going through the entire manuscript and of course giving me an
encouraging backup. My heartfelt thanks to my husband Mr. Harinder Singh and
daughter Ms. Navreet for constantly reminding me of my research deadline and boosting
my morale time and again. I would like to extend a huge and warm thanks to all my
family members, especially my mother-in-law Mrs. Kuldip Kaur and my mother Mrs.
Waryam Kaur.
I am grateful to my Principal Prof Atima Sharma Dwivedi for her support and
affording all facilities to complete my project. Last but not the least, my high regards to
Mr. Jatin Mehta (Pioneer Computers) who got my manuscript meticulously typed. I bow
my head before the God Almighty for giving me strength and courage and keeping me
going.
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